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living by the sword slate star codex - try not to link to this everywhere because i feel bad about discussing it and don t
want to spread it to more of the internet than it has to be or make this the sort of thing people associate this blog with a
couple of months ago this blog got into a fight about false rape statistics there has, the toxoplasma of rage slate star
codex - the backlash to peta brings to mind the recent complaints of uber surge pricing that is people complaining about
something that would otherwise not exist, books nyu press nyu press - publisher of academic books and electronic media
publishing for general interest and in a wide variety of fields, 20 reasons why modern women are so unstable and
miserable - women infected by feminism hold so much anger that it is etched onto their faces in fact spewing hatred for
men seems to be the only thing that makes them feel good about their own empty lives, sally miller gearhart wikipedia sally miller gearhart born april 15 1931 is an american teacher feminist science fiction writer and political activist in 1973 she
became the first open lesbian to obtain a tenure track faculty position when she was hired by san francisco state university
where she helped establish one of the first women and gender study programs in the, prometheus why are academics so
obsessed with ridley - why are academics so obsessed with alien and will prometheus get the same treatment, native
americans in film and television a short - native americans in film and television a bibliography of materials in the uc
berkeley libraries, the handmaid s tale wikipedia - the handmaid s tale is a dystopian novel by canadian author margaret
atwood originally published in 1985 it is set in a near future new england in a totalitarian state resembling a theonomy which
has overthrown the united states government, social political issues in america resources in the - social political issues
in america resources in the media resources center uc berkeley, malignant narcissism psychopathy and sociopathy
lucky - ruminations ramblings and rants about narcissism and trauma politics human nature religion and almost everything
else, rebel graphics working class literature - articles overviews sources lists of working class literature a good night out
john mcgrath the text of seven talks a classic discussion of what working class theatre and drama for if not by workers is
about or should be, hollywood reporter entertainment news - the hollywood reporter is your source for breaking news
about hollywood and entertainment including movies tv reviews and industry blogs, big hollywood latest news breitbart late night hosts freaked out over president donald trump s summit with russian leader vladimir putin describing the meeting
as treasonous and an attempt to sell out american democracy, study shows young women are twice as likely as young
men - for years and repeated ad nauseam feminism has promulgated schizophrenic theories emphasizing cabalistic
patriarchal superstructures designed to keep women down, mbr mbr bookwatch october 2015 midwest book review book reviews book lover resources advice for writers and publishers home mbr bookwatch, deliberate values dissonance
tv tropes - the deliberate values dissonance trope as used in popular culture sometimes morals don t travel well often what
is appropriate to one culture at a given
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